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incredible 2. Even so, the elevated position of the S8 Plus in the ultra-high-performance
luxury-sedan pantheon is more than secure. As quickly as the S8 Plus gains speed, so too can
it stop, halting from 70 mph in a short feet. Place the chassis-adjusting Drive Select system in
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to be rational If you want one, and can afford it, why not? While it may not be prudent to use
such a car as a daily driver, neither is it prudent to go through life regretting what you didn't do
Best of luck, Uno. XavierMace Diamond Member. Apr 20, 4, It's going to be a huge "upgrade" on
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Always nice to be able to carry stuff. Reactions: Bubbleawsome. Sep 12, 48, Will you be doing

work yourself or paying someone? Jun 23, 5, 0 Wuzup Platinum Member. Feb 20, 2, 35 I really
don't like the sound of them stock. That being said, cool car and pretty unique. Make sure that
you get a PPI done with a good Audi shop. Hugo Drax Diamond Member. Nov 20, 5, 47 Go for it.
Make sure to save k a year for the maintence costs. Dec 7, 2, Interesting that the A6 3. Kadarin
Lifer. Nov 23, 44, 8 Feb 7, 8, 6 Kadarin said:. That sound is awesome In the Audi, it just seems
very wrong. Kushina Golden Member. Nov 22, 1, 2 Kushina said:. Indeed, it's going to split open
your asshole and start 3 new ones. I wouldn't buy it, it doesn't look that great and considering
it's an audi it will be a pretty big headache. I'd get something else, doesn't seem all that special
to me. I'd get the newer A6 with the 3. Or A7. Oct 10, 25, 1 0. Fenixgoon said:. Last edited: Jan 5,
NAC Golden Member. Dec 30, 1, 11 You can go several years without a major problem. I had a
S4 from when it was about 4 to 8 years old and nothing broke. So it is a gamble. And more
expensive insurance. And gas. I'm glad I had my S4, even if only to learn I'm happier with a
Mazda. The S6 cars can have quite a bit of issue - namely water pumps failing, spark plug
gaskets letting oil in misfires and a lot of carbon build up. I think the main issue, really, is that
there just isn't whole lot of space under the hood and just about everything ends up getting heat
soaked. Neither the water pump or spark plug thing has been observed on the S8 cars, about
the only issues are the two front air springs and upper control arms. Dec 10, 36 0 Absolutely,
I've not come across any mention of engine issues of any variety on the S8 cars; my car will K
in about 5K miles and so far I've only hit 1 air spring, 2 control arms and a cracked wheel
courtesy of chicago roads. DistantShadow Member. Dec 22, 68 0 0. If you can still pay your
other bills just fine and only have a little less to spend on yourself for enjoyment, then I say go
for it! Im pretty sure I could come up with an equation comparing your happiness from the
disposable income spent on yourself compared to the same money spent on that car, im sure it
will be similar if not better, well for us car guys. You must log in or register to reply here. Post
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JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before
proceeding. Thread starter Rainer Start date Aug 5, Status Not open for further replies. Rainer
Member. Audi S8 Plus. Rainer Member Original Poster. Audi S8 plus Audi is making a strong
statement with the new Audi S8 plus. The new top model is reinforcing the brand's position in
the segment of premium class sedans. That is why 'plus' appears in its name. Its body is made
almost entirely of aluminum. Audi engineers have further advanced the development of the 4.
The sonorous V8 biturbo engine now has a power output of kW hp and a maximum torque of
Nm Audi and Quattro GmbH bundled their expertise in engine development to attain these top
figures. Modifications made to the 4. An eight-speed tiptronic distributes the forces that are
generated by the power-boosted V8 engine to a quattro drivetrain with a sport differential.
Chassis highlights include the adaptive air suspension sport and dynamic steering, both of
which chassis experts tuned specifically for the Audi S8 plus. In addition to carbon-fiber
reinforced ceramic brakes with anthracite-gray brake calipers and the Audi ceramic logo, the
package also includes a sport exhaust system modified by quattro GmbH. It gives the Audi S8
plus an unmistakably sporty V8 sound characteristic. The new S8 plus reveals its position as
the sportiest top model of the model series in its design detailing. The standard spoiler lip on
the rear lid catches the eye. It is painted in the exterior body color, and it is also available in
carbon fiber as an option. The flaps in the side air inlets and the blade on the front apron are
made of carbon fiber. The mirror housings in body color are optionally available in gloss black
or carbon. The Singleframe grille and double bars are in gloss black, while the honeycomb
structure of the side air inlets and radiator screen are in matt black. The trim strips on the side
windows and at the rear are gleam in black. Distinctive design characteristics of the Audi S8
plus also include darkened tail lights and a gloss black diffuser insert, which has an additional
carbon surround. The dual-branch sport exhaust system branches into two oval gloss black
tailpipes on the left and right. As an alternative, customers can choose the S8 styling package.
It features S8 logos at the front and rear and V8 T badges on the front fenders. The matt-effect
paint finish floret silver is exclusively available on the S8 plus. All of the colors offered on the
S8 are also available on the S8 plus. The headlights feature Matrix LED technology as standard
equipment in Germany; they come with dynamic turn signals. The extremely precise high-beam
units each have 25 small, individual LEDs that can be individually switched on or off or dimmed
as needed. They illuminate the road superbly without causing glare to oncoming traffic. The
interior of the S8 appeals with numerous sporty details, the authenticity of its materials and

generous interior space. Contrasting stitching in Arras red is used throughout the black
full-leather interior. Piping, also in Arras red, trims the comfort sport seats as well and
emphasizes the stylish side of the sport sedan. The headlining and rear parcel shelf are
designed in black Alcantara. A contrasting red thread is woven into the upper inlay. The lower
inlay is designed in brushed aluminum. Black piano paint trims the gear selector lever of the
tiptronic and the center console. Characteristic of the interior of the S models are the round
instruments with gray dials, white pointers, dynamic startup and an S8 logo on the tachometer.
The pedals and footrest shine in stainless steel. There is a decorative red ring on the start-stop
button, and an S8 logo adorns the three-spoke sport leather steering wheel. In Germany,
standard features - in addition to the dynamic package - also include the assistance package
with Audi pre sense plus, four-zone deluxe automatic air conditioning system, Bose surround
sound system and MMI navigation plus with MMI touch. The new Audi S8 plus will be available
at the end of November for a base price of , euros. Betty Swollocks Banned. Bizarre that they
would call this the "S8 plus" when with hp, they could call it the RS 8. And this deserves its own
thread, IMHO. Betty Swollocks said:. JHF Member. I have chose this one because this thread
title contain also S8. And I thought it's not special enough to open an own S8 Plus thread.
Obviously a misjudgement. It certainly wasn't a criticism. Just an observation. It doesn't mean
that my opinion is the correct one. HighestOfHigh Member. Love it! Good job Audi! Rolf
Member. Serious power and torque and blistering performance! Audi S8 Plus trailer. But then
again,this car is what the S8 should have been all along IMO Very sad that it came when the
current A8 was on its very last legs, with the pending replacement due in less than 12 months'
time. C4L Member. Rolf said:. Jimmy Member. The current car is perhaps Audis' most "visually
questionable" offering. KiwiRob Member. This just moved to the top of my car to buy if I win big
on lotto list. SKY Member. I think the S8 being the best performer of its class was due to the
4WD. Why in the world have all Audi press release pics become cartoons? Similar threads.
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